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Welcome to City of Bradford Metropolitan
District Council’s latest adult social care Market
Position Statement (MPS). Our ambition is for
Bradford residents to be happy, healthy and
at home and to create a place where people
have choice about their health and wellbeing.
To achieve this we need to work collaboratively
with our providers, other partners and the
wider community to understand our population,
continue to develop our local market in Bradford
and how we can best support them to be as
independent as possible.

Developing the health and social care market
supports the Council’s Plan to create as good
a quality of life as possible for the people and
communities of Bradford District including
supporting one of our key priorities to bring
better skills, more good jobs and grow the
economy. We want to work alongside our
providers to support them to continue to
develop their workforce and quality and
sustainable services.

We have several areas where we are currently
developing new approaches and innovative
models such as day opportunities and user
led organisations. We are working with many
different organisations to develop these new
initiatives, and this MPS includes information on
how you can get involved.

This document is part of a continuing dialogue
with our current providers and an opportunity for
those new to the area to gain an understanding
of the areas we are currently developing and
how they can get involved. Our aim is that it
will not be a static document but one that is
updated regularly and we expect more data and
information for providers to be available on our
website over the next 12 months. We are keen
to hear from providers and there are several
ways you can do this including through one off
forums or regular events and boards outlined
throughout the MPS; we look forward to hearing
from you to support the continued development
of the market in Bradford.
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INTRODUCTION

This document is the City of Bradford
Metropolitan District Council’s (CBMDC)
Market Position Statement (MPS).

It sets out the Council’s understanding of current
demand for social care and its vision for the
future.

It is a tool to enable the Council to fulfil its duties
under the Care Act 2014 to shape the local care
market and ensure they have oversight of the
market.

It can be used by social care providers to
understand the future opportunities available to
work with the Council to deliver a diverse range
of quality services and to meet the needs of local
residents.

Bradford CQC System Review

West Yorkshire and Harrogate Health and
Care Partnership Local Plan

The Bradford Health and Wellbeing
Strategy, ‘Connecting People & Place for
Better Health and Wellbeing (2018-2023)’

Joint Strategic Needs Assessment

Community Partnership and area profiles

Commissioning Intentions

The Market Position Statement can be read as a stand alone document but it also links to
other key strategies and plans in Bradford district. It gives a summary of future opportunities;
details are communicated through market briefings, YORtender and updates from the CBMDC
(Health and Wellbeing) Commissioning and Contracts Team

About this document

Links to other resources

It includes details of how the Council plans
to work with providers, residents and other
organisations to further develop services.

The Council’s Health and Wellbeing Department
aim to regularly update the MPS through our
website as new insight is developed and plans
are made.

The MPS should be read in conjunction with
specialist market briefings which are released
regularly on the Commissioning Adult Health
and Social Care Services pages of the CBMDC
website.

It supports the Council’s Plan to create as good
a quality of life as possible for the people and
communities of Bradford District.

CBMDC Council Plan

Bradford Children’s SEND strategy

Strategic Partnering Agreement

Specific strategies e.g. carers, mental health,
early intervention

CBMDC Market Briefings

Connect to Support

Introduction
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Our aspiration for our Market Position
Statement is a ‘live’ document that is
regularly updated as commissioning plans
and intentions across Bradford District
develop

Future developments for this document include:

Producing a joint position statement with
health partners: More commissioning work is
being carried out jointly with colleagues in health.

Future developments
Going forward we plan to include their plans in
the MPS to help shape the local market and help
providers understand future opportunities.

Data and insight: providing a link to the latest
demand and quality data in Bradford so people
have regular updates on how our activity is
changing over time – work on this is taking place
over the next 12 months.
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INTRODUCTION

Strategic
objectives

Our five objectives will underpin
everything we do, and will drive individual
service plans.

We will enhance and uphold
people’s rights and choices
to enable people to live the
life they choose regardless
of age or disability

We will enhance
communities, building on
the unique and diverse
strengths of Bradford
Districts to enable people to
make positive choices

We will improve people’s
experience by increasing our
understanding of the impact
and benefit of what we do.
We will use this knowledge
to innovate and improve the
way we work and commission
services

Work with people’s
strengths to promote

well-being, self-care and
independence, with support

appropriate to their needs

We will work with health,
local government and

voluntary sector partners
to respond to peoples

holistic needs, maximising
how we use our collective

resources sustainably

Current and future plans for services
included in this market position statement
support the delivery of the Happy, Healthy
and at Home vision and objectives which are
below:

Health and Wellbeing vision and
objectives

Local Vision for the Care Market

We want Bradford
District residents to
be happy, healthy
and at home. We

will work together to
create a local place
where people can

make choices about
their health and

wellbeing.”
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Working principles:

l System and partnership working
l Communication
l Engagement and coproduction
l Market engagement

l CBMDC is part of the West Yorkshire and
Harrogate Health and Care Partnership,
which covers the population in Bradford
District and Craven, Calderdale, Harrogate,
Kirklees, Leeds and Wakefield.

l The Health and Care Partnership is a group
of organisations including local authorities,
clinical commissioning groups and NHS
hospital and foundation trusts.

l CBMDC works closely with organisations
within the partnership to plan health and
care services across the area.

Key priorities for 2019-2021 will be delivery
in five areas:

l Further development of our approach to
personalisation, choice and control

l Increased focus on early intervention and
prevention

l New commissioning, procurement  and
contracting arrangements for specific
statutory accommodation and support
services

l Improved quality of services
l Market facilitation and sustainability

l Organisations within the partnership have
plans to deliver improvements to health and
care services across the area and address
key challenges.

l Further details about the Health and Care
Partnership including the Bradford Local
Plan, which describes how organisations
in Bradford District and Craven will work
together to build a healthy future for local
residents can be found on the Partnership’s
website.

For more details see Health and Wellbeing Commissioning Intentions 2019-2021

A two year strategy and intentions to support the overall Health and Wellbeing and system
strategy – ‘Happy, Healthy and at Home’ which moves away from service user group silos to
cross-cutting themes

In achieving our ambition to maximise the independence of the residents of Bradford so
they can live as independently as possible CBMDC wants to work in partnership with Clinical
Commissioning Group commissioners to consider wider system solutions and ways of
working. This includes being part of the West Yorkshire and Harrogate Health and Care
Partnership.

Health and Wellbeing Commissioning Strategy and Intentions 2019-2021

Working as part of the West Yorkshire and Harrogate Health and Care Partnership
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Our approach to social care is built around three
tiers which aim to maximise independence –
building upon people’s strengths and helping
them to achieve their goals.
It emphasises early intervention and self-
management, delaying the need for formal care
and reducing demand for adult social care.
Where formal care is needed we will make no
assumption of long-term care – focusing on
short term provision first and progressing if
appropriate.
Our model of social care practice is
Community-led support. This involves social

care staff and professionals working in localities
to better understand local resources and
needs of the community. A strengths based
approach is embedded throughout practice and
each team will provide support and guidance in
the way to best meet the needs of the citizens in
the area.
Commissioning is fundamental to the
approach through gathering and sharing
intelligence; and brokering provision which is
innovative and flexible.

Strengths based
practice and the
three tier model are
our way of working
in Health and
Wellbeing

Three tier approach and strengths based practice

Community led support conversations across the customer journey

Innovative and flexible commissioning

Help to help yourselfTIER

1

Help when you need itTIER

2

Help to live your lifeTIER

3

Different areas of Health and Wellbeing have more of a focus on different parts of the three-
tier model as shown in the diagram below.

Three tier approach explained

Ongoing
support

Help to help yourselfTIER

1

Hospital

Independence Advice Hub

End of life pathway

Help when you need it

Living independently

TIER

2 Help to live your lifeTIER

3

Prevention
and Early

Help
Response

to crisis
EligibilitySelf

Care

Transitions / LD Entry

Early help
support

Early help
support

Enablement

Care Act
Assessment

Ongoing support

Review
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Personal network

Community network

1.  Help to help yourself

Professional led interventions

Long term care

2.  Help when you need it

3.  Help to live your life

Each tier supports a different offer

Regardless of
the level of need
an individual
has, ‘help to help
yourself’ should
be considered for
all adults and has
the potential to
reduce the levels
of temporary
or on-going
support required,
as well as to
improve their
independence
outcomes

The changing level and complexity of
demand, as well as the rights of people
to have choice about how their services
are delivered, has led the Council to think
differently about how it procures services
and in order to effect change in this area
innovation has been required.

There are many factors to consider to ensure
the right services are procured, in the right way,
including the needs of people and what they
require; as well as understanding the market and
its ability to provide the services and respond to
these needs in the right way.

Our approach to procurement
The Council has been working to understand
these issues in its approach to procurement.
Challenging, re-thinking and re-designing
procurement processes from end to end is
taking place across a range of services.

The application of the Light Touch Regime, by
Health and Wellbeing has allowed flexibility and
the ability to design processes that fit with its
vision of providing choice and control to people
whilst enabling local providers to have the
opportunity to bid on an equal footing with larger
national counterparts.
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This work is supported by our involvement
in the Keep It Local programme, working to
make public service delivery ‘local by default’,
commissioning to create responsive services
that reduce costs, invest in the local economy
and build a stronger community.

Significant time and resource continues
to be dedicated to designing and creating
proportionate processes, responsive to changing
need that fulfil both the ability to deliver the right
service, within legal requirements and enable
and provide the market with the flexibility and
creativity they need to deliver.

What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?

l Providers will see innovative and dynamic
approaches to procurement being used.

l The application of the Light Touch
Regime to ‘Dynamic Purchasing
Systems’ allows the Council’s processes
to remain open to the market for their
duration, providing greater flexibility and
accessibility than ‘closed’ Framework
arrangements.

l Our approaches will enable organisations
to provide services which offer further
choice and control to people.



INTRODUCTIONUnderstanding demand

This section sets out a high level analysis
of the current population in Bradford,
linking to the Bradford Joint Strategic
Needs Assessment (JSNA) which
provides further detail.

It gives information about the current
population we are supporting against the
three tier model and shows the current trends

About this Section
we are seeing, highlighting areas where we
expect the demand for care and support to
change.

This section also shows the spend on care
and support by the Council and sets out how
we expect this to change over the next three
years.

l In 2018 it was estimated that there were 537,173 people living in Bradford District.
l CBMDC covers a large population; it is the 5th largest local authority area in England by

size of population.
Size

l Bradford has a young population; the proportion of under 18s is higher than the England
average whereas the proportion of working aged adults and older people population are
lower.

l The life expectancy for men is 78 years with 60 of these being in good health and the life
expectancy for women is 82 with 59 being in good health. All of these are slightly below
the national average.

l The population of Bradford is expected to increase by 800 people each year over the
next 25 years and it is expected that the population of over 65s will see the most growth

l Bradford District is an ethnically diverse area, there are many different ethnic groups
within the district including the largest proportion of people of Pakistani ethnic origin in
England.

l One in four people living in the District describe themselves as Asian / Asian British
ethnic origin, compared to under 1 in 10 people on average for England as a whole.

l Bradford District is one of the most deprived local authorities in England and ranks 19th
out of 326 Local Authority Districts.

l Deprivation varies greatly across the District, with wards generally around central
Bradford and central Keighley appearing in the 10% most deprived wards in the country
and wards located in the Wharfe Valley appearing in the 10% least deprived wards in
the country.

l Bradford District has 15,700 businesses employing 200,000 people. Bradford District’s
economy is worth £9.93 billion, and is the ninth largest city economy in England.

l Unemployment in Bradford has decreased from 11% in 2013 to 6% in 2017

Bradford has one of the youngest but fastest growing populations in the United Kingdom.
The population is also diverse requiring an understanding in the support needed for different
population groups. This page provides a summary of the key population, economic and
health and social care information. Further information can be found in the JSNA.
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Age

Growth

Ethnicity

Deprivation

Economy
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Our current demand can be mapped across the three tiers of support. As we work in a more
strengths based way, with people being able to access early intervention and prevention
offers in the community earlier and stay happy, healthy and at home for longer we expect
demand to move to tiers one and two and to see more people with long term care staying in
the community – we are already seeing this trend.

Our aim is to support people to have more personalised
care and support and so we expect the number of Direct
Payments and Individual Service Funds to increase over
the next 12 – 24 months.

l There were 388 fewer
people in nursing
care – a change of

-15%

of people have used
a Direct Payment to
buy their own care
and support.24%Over the last

12 months

l There were 4,145 people
in community long term
care – a change of 2%

l This is broken down into 551 people in
Supported Living, 3,954 receiving Home Support

l 894 people have used a Direct Payment to buy
their own care and support

l There were 119 fewer people in
residential care – a change of

-6.3%

Help to help yourself

Help to live your life

Help when you need itTIER

1
TIER

2

TIER

3

88%
Over

of contacts
to Health and

Wellbeing were
signposted to
community
resources

36%
Over

of reablement
cases and

needed no short
term support

at the end of their
reablement

20,266 items of equipment
were lent through BACES

and there were 1,924 Safe and
Sound Installs.

Over last 12 months:

Residential and Nursing Care
Community Care

£
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A large proportion of CBMDC’s budget is
spent on Health and Wellbeing however, this
spend is not always where it needs to be and
our ambition is to spend more on supporting
people earlier to prevent, reduce or delay the
need for long term support.

Supporting people earlier to prevent, reduce or delay the need for long
term support

Understanding current spend in
Bradford

l CMBDC’s budget for adult social care in
2019/20 is £113.8m. In 2018 Bradford’s adult
social care budget could be split across the
customer journey as follows:

In 2019/20 CBMDC department
of Health and Wellbeing are
currently planning to spend the
following on adult social care
long term care:

0.5% 9% 73%

0.5%7%3%

4.
Assessment

3.
Early Help /

Short Term Support

2.
Front Door

1.
Pre-Contact

6.
Review

5.
Long Term
Packages

As our new ways of working embed we expect the proportion of spend to move
earlier in the customer journey as the independence of more people is maximised.

MENTAL
HEALTH
£9,200,000

Annual Gross
Budget for
long-term care

LEARNING DISABILITIES
£60,100,000

OLDER PEOPLE AND
PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
£65,600,000
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CBMDC Health and Wellbeing department
have agreed demand and cost trajectories
that will enable us to meet our financial
commitments over a 3 year period from
2019/20 to 2021/22.

In 2018 Health and Wellbeing identified a range
of opportunities to improve outcomes for the

Cost and demand trajectories
population of Bradford and reduce costs for the
Council by managing demand differently. Work
was undertaken to develop detailed trajectories.
The majority of savings will be delivered from
preventing, delaying and reducing demand
for long term care and maximising people’s
independence. Our trajectories form the basis of
our £14.5m savings plan and are as follows:

Older people’s physical
disabilties/mental health

Learning disabilties

Total

£0.8m £2.1m £2.1m £5.0m

£0.8m £2.4m £6.3m £9.5m

£1.6m £4.5m £8.4m £14.5m

2019-20 target 2020-21 target 2021-22 target Total target



INTRODUCTIONCurrent Market Overview

Over the next two years the Commissioning and Contracts Team will be developing some key
care and support offers. Providers should expect to see communications, engagement and
briefings on the following:

Commissioning two year priorities

This section provides an overview of what
services are available locally and how
these will change over the next two years,
highlighting future opportunities and what
this could mean for providers in Bradford.

It provides an overview of the following
areas to help providers understand the
shape of the current market in Bradford:

About this section

l The quality of the local market

l Services purchased by self-funders,
people using Direct Payments and
Individual Service Funds

l The local care and support workforce

l Overview of market sustainability

2019

2020

User led organisations

Housing related support

Community led support

Domestic violence services

Mental health small grants

Working aged adults employment tender

Early Intervention and prevention strategy

Welfare Advice Services

Post diagnostic dementia support service
re-tender

Residential and nursing contract renewal

Home support implementation

Day opportunities framework

ISF phase 1 – home support

ISF phase 2

Day opportunities grants

Support to live your life framework
(incorporating mental health,learning
disabilities, older people and physical

disabilities, Autism support and
accommodation models)

Extra Care

Respite

Help to help yourselfTIER

1 Help when you need itTIER

2 Help to live your lifeTIER

3
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Current available options and those being
developed to choose and pay for care and
support:
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A key part of our Commissioning Intentions
is the development of new mechanisms for
offering people more choice and control
over the support they receive.

Personalisation, choice and control

Small one off grants or small regular payments for services / things
that support independence – Reduce / Prevent / Delay.

ISF1 is an offer for providers of Home Support for individuals who
have been assessed as having an eligible care need (detailed in their
care and support plan) and have made the choice to receive services
through an ISF.
It is an option for people already in receipt of services who through a
review, have chosen to remain with their current home support provider.

A process in development where an ISF Provider will hold the fund
and work with the person to develop a support plan and source the
providers / support to deliver the plan and manage the delivery.
It is good for people with more complex support needs that may
need a range of arrangements / support to meet the need.

Service user or representative to purchase and manage support to
meet eligible needs.
Good for people who want full control and are willing and able to
manage the money and support.

Council contracted service arranged and overseen by the Council
Good for people with eligible social care needs who feel that
Council managed services can adequately meet their needs,
suits them, and who don’t want the responsibility for sorting their
own care.

Early help and
prevention

small grants/
budgets

ISF1

ISF2

Direct
Payments

Managed
service



Bradford have been at the forefront of
developing ISFs and pilot projects have been
running for the last two years.

What are ISFs?

l Under an ISF2 a provider can deliver some
or all of the services required to meet a
person’s outcomes.

l Where the Provider does not deliver all the
services, they can work with a person to
buy in support from another organisation
or support them to purchase equipment,
employ personal assistants, or arrange
other types of support.

l A Provider could also choose not to deliver
any services but to buy in a person’s full
care package from other providers with the
person’s agreement.

l We are now implementing ISF1, for Home
Support only, which went live in January
2020.

l ISF2 is in development and will go live in
2020

l The procurement process will be light touch
and make it easy for interested providers to
apply and become accredited. It will be an
accessible process and not a ‘closed list’.

l A range of ISF providers will be available for
service users to choose.

Individual Service Funds (ISFs)

What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?
l If you are interested in becoming an ISF1

provider please check YORtender for
the latest updates including engagement
events

l Providers could consider how they work
together to offer services through an ISF

l Providers could also consider how they
engage with individuals they currently
work with and whose needs they already
understand

What are ISFs?

ISFs – timeline
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Providing the right support for carers is
a key way to prevent, reduce or delay a
person’s need for long term services and
maximise their independence. In 2019 we
launched our new Carers Strategy.

l 57,637 people in Bradford District and
Craven identified themselves as carers and
more than 5,000 children and young people
have a caring role.

l In 2018 Health and Wellbeing analysis
identified carer breakdown as a key factor
as to why people started receiving long term
care; enhancing the carers offer is central to
how we work.

l Our Carers Strategy sets out how we will be
working with and supporting carers.

l Our Carers’ Service is commissioned by
Bradford Council, the three local Clinical
Commissioning Groups and North
Yorkshire County Council and delivered by
Carers’ Resource.

l Other voluntary sector providers play
an important role in supporting carers in
Bradford.

l For more information, including details of
organisations supporting carers, see our
Carers Strategy .
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What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?
For organisations who currently support
Bradford District residents, there are
opportunities to support carers through:

l Providing personalised support to carers
as they in turn support the people they
care for.

l In social prescribing, as providers of
activities for carers and cared for.

l As local community based resources
to carers providing reliable, up to date
information and advice.

l As condition specific specialists in your
field able to support carers through
training that helps them provide better
care.

l Providing opportunities for carers to take
a break from their caring role.

l As an employer there is an opportunity
to support carers as 1 in 5 carers are
working carers. Organisations need to
become carer aware and adopt carer
aware approaches as a way to retain
experienced staff.

l For more information on supporting
carers please contact the Commissioning
Inbox.

Carers

Support for carers

Market Position Statement - April 2020
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An increased focus on early intervention
and prevention underpins our ambition
to maximise people’s independence and
ensure people are happy, healthy and at
home.

l We are developing our Early Intervention
and Prevention Strategy – key areas of
focus are set out in the following three
pages.

l Connect to Support (Bradford District)
has been developed by the Council and
stakeholders. The website provides
information for adults with care and support
needs, with a focus on empowering people
to live happy, healthy lives, where they are
in control.

l We have an ongoing programme to ensure
it is a trusted source of information and
advice about community assets and market
providers

We commission different types of Advocacy
Services to ensure that residents of Bradford
have a voice that can be heard. As well as
support to help people help themselves and
others, access to professional advocacy ensures
that people’s rights are upheld under the Care
Act, Mental Health Act and they are fully involved
in understanding and making decisions about
their lives.

l In 2018 analysis across Health and
Wellbeing identified that we could improve
our assistive technology offer to support
people to maximise their independence.

l Assistive technology is often used to
describe products or systems that support
and assist individuals with disabilities,

restricted mobility or other impairments to
perform functions that might otherwise be
difficult or impossible.

l Our aim is to embed the use of assistive
technology in how people are supported to
live independently at home or in a homely
setting.

l As part of managing demand for care and
support, we see assistive technology as
one of the tools that will play an increasing
role in promoting independence and
improving the quality of support as part of
an integrated ‘whole systems’ approach.

l We have information available on our
website and Connect to Support and are
working with our partner organisations to
develop a integrated offer.

https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/assistive-technology-definition-
and-safe-use/assistive-technology-
definition-and-safe-use

l Historically Bradford has had a low number
of working aged adults with a disability or
with mental health in employment.

l Our ambition is to change this trend and
see more people living independently by
supporting them to access employment.
Being in work was highlighted as something
that was important to people during the Big
Conversation (see page 20)

l In early 2020 we will began work developing
a new offer. Key themes include:

l Developing with providers a different style
of support needed to promote and sustain
employment, develop an employment plan

l Increasing the number of people supported
into work or to stay in work

l Developing a supported internship scheme
which promotes opportunities within the
Council

l Proactively joining up work and working
more closely with other organisations

Early Intervention and Prevention Strategy

Advocacy

Employment for working aged adults

Assistive technology

Information and advice

Other early intervention and prevention

http://https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/assistive-technology-definition-and-safe-use/assistive-technology-definition-and-safe-use
http://https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/assistive-technology-definition-and-safe-use/assistive-technology-definition-and-safe-use
http://https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/assistive-technology-definition-and-safe-use/assistive-technology-definition-and-safe-use
http://https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/assistive-technology-definition-and-safe-use/assistive-technology-definition-and-safe-use
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l Health and Wellbeing currently
commission a number of Supported
Housing services. These services
support both adults and young people
who are vulnerable and who are in need
of short term housing support.

l These services form part of early
intervention and prevention help
and provide an important pathway
for vulnerable people, preventing
homelessness, and further decline in to
other statutory social care and health
services.

l A needs assessment has been completed
to identify the current and future
requirement across the district which will
help inform the future investment.

l A recommission, joint with the Council’s
Housing Department, will start in 2020.

l Day opportunities give people a chance
to socialise with other people in an

Housing related support

Small grants

interesting environment. Being
socially isolated leads to a loss of
confidence and motivation and this
affects physical and mental health,
and independence.

l This forms a significant part of our
focus on prevention and early help

l We used a grant process to fund
day opportunities. Further
information can be found in
our latest market briefing

What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?
l Through our strengths based three tier

approach we expect more people in
Bradford to access early intervention and
prevention.

l Our intention is to support the
development of early intervention in the
community and voluntary sector, seeing
an increase in the offer available and
increasing the amount of activity in this
area.

We are committed to supporting and working
with user led organisations to ensure there
are organisations in the district who support
personalisation; a vibrant and diverse VCS is
maintained and innovation is encouraged.
l In 2020 small grants will be available for

user led organisations, over two years, as
seed funding to support these organisations
to develop and innovate services.

l These services will provide people with
choices developed by them.

We want to work with user led organisations,
who:

l Actively demonstrate their commitment to
disabled people by employing disabled staff
and volunteers

l Actively demonstrate their commitment to
the Social Model of Disability

l Are an organisation based on clear values
of independence, involvement and peer
support

l Are led and controlled by disabled people
with 50-75% of disabled people on the
management committee or trustee board

l Are based on peoples’ direct lived
experience

User led organisations



We are aiming to achieve the following
outcomes:
l Increased stability for local user led

organisations
l More self managing groups
l More innovation
l More support for people and groups with

personal budgets

Reimagining Days is a commitment to enable
the people we support to realise their full
potential and have comparable experiences
with the general population.
We are working with people, their families, our
current providers and other stakeholders to
coproduce a new range of day opportunities
which enable people to:
l Enjoy a healthy life
l Have choice and control
l Live independently in the community
l Participate in all aspects of community and

society.

Engaging with people through the Big
Conversation
We have spoken to people to understand their
views including holding a Big Conversation. We
are using their feedback to help shape our new
offer. Here’s what they said about the things that
were important to them in a day:
l Contact with friends and family and feeling

loved
l Working and staying working

l Being physically active, eating healthily
l Hobbies, interests and activities
l Building self-esteem and confidence
You can read more about Reimagining Days in
our market briefing.

Accommodation and support services

What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?
l There will be an increase in the number

of user led organisations working in
Bradford.

l There will be an opportunity to
organisations who are user led
organisations to bid for innovation funding
and for other providers to work more
closely with these organisations.

What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?
l We are currently working with providers

to design new day opportunities through
provider engagement events

l In early 2020 we will launch a tender
process for our new day opportunities
– information will be released through
YORtender.

l We will be operating a dynamic
system so providers will have regular
opportunities to be added to the day
opportunities framework as it develops.

l We are expecting to see an increase
in the choice of activities that support
people to realise their full potential and
maximise their independence.

Reimagining Days
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The Council has let new Home Support
contracts, which became operational on
1 April 2019.
A 12-month implementation period has been
set, during which time everyone currently
receiving managed services from the Council
must be moved either to the new contracts or to
alternative arrangements.

Home Support

Previous
contract

New
contracts

l 35 separate locality
contracts, each covering a
separate geographic area

l 21 providers across the 35
localities

l Single framework contract

l 1 geographical area (district-
wide)

l 46 providers with freedom
to work across the District

What could this mean for providers
in Bradford?

l Four providers are completely new to the area and will be
required to establish a base in the District and recruit staff
and most of the existing providers will need to alter their
staffing considerably to match their new client base so we
will see changes in the workforce across the district.

l Home Support providers who are not a locality contract
provider may be interested in becoming an ISF provider.

l 17 of the 21 providers under the new
contracts are already operating in the
District, but most of these providers will see
a significant change in their client base.

l 47% of service users have made the choice
to move to a locality provider that is different
from their current provider.
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Support and accommodation strategy
and sustain tenancies to intensive support
for those with the most complex needs.

l It would include step up and step down
pathways which are integrated with health
partners.

Community
housing

(standard
tenancy)

Community
housing

(with tenancy
support from

CTLD)

Supported
Living

Residential
care

What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?
l Over the next year we will be looking

to work with providers who are willing
to work creatively with both health and
social care around developing new
models of housing incorporating new and
advanced technology to meet housing
needs

As our Happy, Healthy and at Home strategy
develops we expect to see an increase in the
use of alternatives to traditional residential
and nursing care. This includes Extra Care
housing and Shared Lives

l In 2020 we will be developing an Extra Care
Housing Strategy including an analysis to
understand any gaps in the supply and
demand of this type of housing.

l This will ensure we have the right amount
of Extra Care housing in Bradford District to
support the needs of residents.

l It will clarify our expectations from current
providers, and from developers and
providers interested developing new Extra
Care schemes in the Bradford District.

l Shared Lives carers in the Bradford
district provide short breaks or full
time care and support. The service is
coordinated by our Shared Lives team in
Health and Wellbeing.

What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?

l We want to work with extra care providers
and other providers to develop our Extra
Care strategy in the Bradford District to
ensure we have the right offer for our
residents.

l We will be letting you know how you
can get involved through our usual
communications including YORtender.

Extra Care Housing

In 2020 we will begin detailed work to
design a new commissioning approach
for accommodation and support options.
This will include accommodation options
for people with needs relating to learning
disabilities, physical disabilities, mental
health and autism.
l People have a wide and diverse range

of needs that require different models of
housing and support.

l Through developing different housing and
support options for this group of people, we
believe they can be supported well within
their own home.

l Our new pathway would include options
from support networks in place to enable
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The number of people in residential and
nursing care funded by the Council has
continued to decrease with more people
staying happy, healthy and at home.
l Health and Wellbeing’s strategy,

encourages older people to remain in their
homes longer, accessing community led
support and only entering into residential /
nursing care homes at a later stage when
they are likely to be frailer or have health
issues that would require more intensive
support which the community would not be
able to offer.

l This is likely to impact on the type or level of
support that people entering Care Homes
need.

l In 2019 the Council and CCGs started
a new residential and nursing care
procurement. Further details can be found
on YORtender.

l This will support service user choice under
the Care Act and be flexible to include
future commissioning opportunities and
be accessible to providers. It will allow
for new services to easily be included to
do business with the Council, as demand
requires.

l The tender will be out and implementation
will begin in 2020.

Residential and nursing care New residential and nursing
care procurement

What could this mean for providers in Bradford?
l Reduced occupancy but opportunities to develop better skills and environments for people

with more complex needs and dementia, working with health regarding availability spread and
quality nursing care

Overall quality of services has been
improving across the district.

l In the last 2 years we have seen significant
improvement in quality.

l In July 2017, the proportion of providers in
Bradford rated good or outstanding stood at
58%, some 23% behind the then England
average of 81%.

l The gap has been closed significantly and
our aim is to initially match the ‘all England
average’ and ultimately move to the top
quartile of our statistical neighbours.

l We recognise some of the challenges
providers face, not least the current
recruitment issues faced by the regulated
service sector. We are working with the

Bradford Skills House and the recently
established ‘One Workforce’ to support
providers in respect of this particular
concern.

Overview of regulated market quality

Care Homes and Home Support provider quality
– CQC ratings

As of
March 2020

of adult social care providers are rated
good or outstanding in Bradford

84.6%
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One of the Council’s key commissioning
priorities is improved quality of services.
Our aim is to develop an overarching
contract management and quality
assurance approach and process that is
proportionate, risk based, robust and works
across all contracted services
Halth and Wellbeing work with providers and
people in the following ways to improve the
quality of services:

including:
l Routine provider visits
l Targeted visits based on intelligence from

customer care log
l Validation visits based on risk assessments
l Multi-agency scenarios concerns group

including:
l Provider workbooks and performance data
l CQC Ready Workshops
l Deprivation of Liberty training
l Advice and support around safeguarding
l Tender ready training
l Information packs for new providers
l Co-design of a Recruitment Selection

Protocol and Quality Charter, as part of
Residential and Nursing Care Homes
procurement

Regular engagement with providers and user
groups

including:
l Market engagement events for new

commissions / procurements
l Development of a provider sharing portal
l Quarterly newsletters and service specific

and joint forums
l Service Improvement Board – Bradford

Care Association, Council, CCG and other
providers. Providers can self nominate to
join. Meets every 4 to 6 weeks to discuss
key themes.

Improved quality of services – developing market quality

Contract management

Training and development

What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?

l We expect our providers to be
maintaining or moving towards good
quality services

l If you need additional support around
quality or would like to be involved
in developing our quality assurance
approach please contact us.
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More information available at:

National Audit Office Adult Social Care at a
Glance website https://www.nao.org.uk/
report/adult-social-care-at-a-glance/

Kings Fund Home-care-in-England website
https://www.kingsfund.org.uk/publications/
home-care-england

Local authorities have a responsibility
under the Care Act 2014 to support a variety
of providers and services to ensure there is
sufficient choice for people; this includes
self funders.
l Many people in Bradford, who require long

term support, fund their care themselves.
They may chose to do this or it may be
because they have savings over the current
national threshold of £14,250 where they
pay for some of their care or if they have
over £23,250 they will pay the full cost.

l In March 2016 it was estimated that 44%
of people in independent sector care
homes in the UK paid for their own care; in
Yorkshire and the Humber this was slightly
less than national average at 40.3%.

l There are limited national estimates of
the number of people who pay for their
care in their own home, In 2015, it was
estimated, that 70% of older people who
use home care services had their care paid
for by their local authority and 30% funded
themselves.

l Typically people who are working aged
adults, who have care and support needs,
have limited personal savings and so we
would not expect self funder numbers to be
high but we like to understand more about
this group of self funders locally.

Overview of self funders in Bradford

What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?

l There are opportunities to create flexible
and creative solutions to attract self
funders and direct payment users

l In future we expect more people to
have agreements directly with providers
through direct payments and ISFs

l We would like to work with providers in
Bradford to develop further understanding
of the self funder market

https://www.nao.org.uk/report/adult-social-care-at-a-glance/
https://www.nao.org.uk/report/adult-social-care-at-a-glance/
https://www.kingsfund.org.uk/publications/home-care-england
https://www.kingsfund.org.uk/publications/home-care-england


l The turnover rate was nearly 30% (3,300
leavers), however 66% of leavers remained
within the sector.

l On average, workers had 8.6 years
experience in the sector but over a quarter
had under 3 years experience

l The vacancy rate is 8% (1,000 jobs),
which is joint highest for Yorkshire and the
Humber.

l A detailed breakdown can be found on the
Skills for Care website.
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Overview of workforce in Bradford

What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?

l We are continuing to develop ways to
support our providers to train and recruit
staff to help address recruitment and
retention challenges in our local care
sector. Details of are training offer can be
found by contacting the Commissioning
Inbox

l In 2020 and beyond we will be working
with providers to further develop the
market for personal assistants as we see
an increase in Direct Payments and ISFs.

The care sector in Bradford employs over
13,000 people; having a sustainable care
and support workforce is not only important
to provide high quality and diverse services
to our population, it also contributes to the
economy in Bradford offering our residents
employment and skills.
l In 2018 an estimated 18,500 organisations

were involved in providing or organising
adult social care in England and the
number of jobs was estimated at 1.62
million. The following estimations are taken
from the most recent Skills for Care Report
on Bradford:

l In Bradford there were 13,000 jobs in adult
social care across the independent sector,
local authority and jobs working for direct
payment recipients. This is nearly 7% of all
jobs in Bradford.

l This included 8,900 direct care jobs,
1,000 managerial and 600 regulated
professionals.



About this Section
l Engaging with the market is vital to ensure

we deliver our commissioning intentions
and support the population in Bradford to
maximise their independence.

l This section sets out how providers and
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INTRODUCTIONEngagement with the Market

organisations interested in working
with CBMDC Health and Wellbeing
department and its partners can contact
the Commissioning and Contracts team
and keep up to date with developments.

l Continual engagement through the
Council’s Commissioning and Contracting
email inbox

l Detailed market briefings, regularly released
and available, here, on our website

and our updated MPS was launched at the
following joint provider forum in February
2020.

We are committed to listening to and
engaging with current and potential
providers of Health and Wellbeing services
and the wider network of services and
community assets with the aim of achieving
innovation, creativity, mutual benefit, better
alignment, and inclusion.
Regular engagement with providers and
user groups, includes:
l Four engagement forums will be held each

year
l Two of these forums will be sector wide

and two will be specific to Residential and
Nursing care providers or Home Support
providers

This Market Position Statement aims to
provides our current and potential future
care and support market with a clear
understanding of the overall strategic
direction, patterns of demand and the
models of service and support needed.
l Our ambition is to continually update our

Market Position Statement so it becomes
a web based resource which providers,
other organisations and people can easily
access.

l To do this we will regularly engage the
market for feedback and to co-design.

l Our first engagement session was held
at the joint providers forum in July 2019

Market facilitation and sustainability – Regular engagement with providers

Developing the market position statement

What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?
l If your organisation would like to be

involved in our regular engagement
events please get in touch through the
Commissioning Inbox.

What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?
l If your organisation has feedback on

this market position statement or would
like to be involved in development and
co-design please contact Health and
Wellbeing through the Commissioning
Inbox or engagement events.



The wording in this publication can be made available in
other formats such as large print and Braille. Please call
01274 432591.

Contact
Our Market Position Statement is part of
our engagement and conversations with
the market; our current providers and those
organisations interested in working in Bradford
District.

For further information about any of the areas
covered in this Market Position Statement
please contact the Commissioning and
Contracts Team in the Health and Wellbeing
Department at City of Bradford MDC.
(commissioninginbox@bradford.gov.uk)
and use the reference ‘MPS’ in the email
subject.

mailto:commissioninginbox@bradford.gov.uk
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	Foreword

	Welcome to City of Bradford Metropolitan
District Council’s latest adult social care Market
Position Statement (MPS). Our ambition is for
Bradford residents to be happy, healthy and
at home and to create a place where people
have choice about their health and wellbeing.
To achieve this we need to work collaboratively
with our providers, other partners and the
wider community to understand our population,
continue to develop our local market in Bradford
and how we can best support them to be as
independent as possible.

	Developing the health and social care market
supports the Council’s Plan to create as good
a quality of life as possible for the people and
communities of Bradford District including
supporting one of our key priorities to bring
better skills, more good jobs and grow the
economy. We want to work alongside our
providers to support them to continue to
develop their workforce and quality and
sustainable services.

	We have several areas where we are currently
developing new approaches and innovative
models such as day opportunities and user
led organisations. We are working with many
different organisations to develop these new
initiatives, and this MPS includes information on
how you can get involved.

	This document is part of a continuing dialogue
with our current providers and an opportunity for
those new to the area to gain an understanding
of the areas we are currently developing and
how they can get involved. Our aim is that it
will not be a static document but one that is
updated regularly and we expect more data and
information for providers to be available on our
website over the next 12 months. We are keen
to hear from providers and there are several
ways you can do this including through one off
forums or regular events and boards outlined
throughout the MPS; we look forward to hearing
from you to support the continued development
of the market in Bradford.

	Contents

	The wording in this publication can be made available in other
formats such as large print and Braille. Please call 01274 431352.
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	INTRODUCTION
Introduction

	About this document

	This document is the City of Bradford
Metropolitan District Council’s (CBMDC)
Market Position Statement (MPS).

	It sets out the Council’s understanding of current
demand for social care and its vision for the
future.

	It is a tool to enable the Council to fulfl its duties
under the Care Act 2014 to shape the local care
market and ensure they have oversight of the
market.

	It can be used by social care providers to
understand the future opportunities available to
work with the Council to deliver a diverse range
of quality services and to meet the needs of local
residents.

	It includes details of how the Council plans
to work with providers, residents and other
organisations to further develop services.
The Council’s Health and Wellbeing Department
aim to regularly update the MPS through our
website as new insight is developed and plans
are made.

	The MPS should be read in conjunction with
specialist market briefngs which are released
regularly on the Commissioning Adult Health
and Social Care Services pages of the CBMDC
website.

	It supports the Council’s Plan to create as good
a quality of life as possible for the people and
communities of Bradford District.

	Links to other resources

	The Market Position Statement can be read as a stand alone document but it also links to
other key strategies and plans in Bradford district. It gives a summary of future opportunities;
details are communicated through market briefngs, YORtender and updates from the CBMDC
(Health and Wellbeing) Commissioning and Contracts Team

	Bradford CQC System Review

	West Yorkshire and Harrogate Health and
Care Partnership Local Plan

	The Bradford Health and Wellbeing
Strategy, ‘Connecting People & Place for
Better Health and Wellbeing (2018-2023)’

	Joint Strategic Needs Assessment
Community Partnership and area profles
Commissioning Intentions

	CBMDC Council Plan

	Bradford Children’s SEND strategy
Strategic Partnering Agreement

	Specifc strategies e.g. carers, mental health,
early intervention

	CBMDC Market Briefngs

	Connect to Support
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	Future developments

	Our aspiration for our Market Position
Statement is a ‘live’ document that is
regularly updated as commissioning plans
and intentions across Bradford District
develop

	Future developments for this document include:

	Producing a joint position statement with
health partners: More commissioning work is
being carried out jointly with colleagues in health.

	Going forward we plan to include their plans in
the MPS to help shape the local market and help
providers understand future opportunities.
Data and insight: providing a link to the latest
demand and quality data in Bradford so people
have regular updates on how our activity is
changing over time – work on this is taking place
over the next 12 months.

	Our fve objectives will underpin
everything we do, and will drive individual
service plans.

	We will enhance and uphold
people’s rights and choices
to enable people to live the
life they choose regardless
of age or disability

	We will enhance
communities, building on
the unique and diverse
strengths of Bradford
Districts to enable people to
make positive choices

	We will improve people’s
experience by increasing our
understanding of the impact
and beneft of what we do.
We will use this knowledge
to innovate and improve the
way we work and commission
services

	Current and future plans for services
included in this market position statement
support the delivery of the Happy, Healthy
and at Home vision and objectives which are
below:

	Strategic

	objectives

	Work with people’s
strengths to promote

	well-being, self-care and
independence, with support
appropriate to their needs

	We will work with health,
local government and
voluntary sector partners
to respond to peoples
holistic needs, maximising
how we use our collective
resources sustainably

	Local Vision for the Care Market

	Health and Wellbeing vision and
objectives

	We want Bradford
District residents to
be happy, healthy
and at home. We

	will work together to
create a local place
where people can
make choices about
their health and
wellbeing.”
	Health and Wellbeing Commissioning Strategy and Intentions 2019-2021

	A two year strategy and intentions to support the overall Health and Wellbeing and system
strategy – ‘Happy, Healthy and at Home’ which moves away from service user group silos to
cross-cutting themes

	Working principles:

	Key priorities for 2019-2021 will be delivery
in fve areas:

	For more details see Health and Wellbeing Commissioning Intentions 2019-2021

	Working as part of the West Yorkshire and Harrogate Health and Care Partnership
	In achieving our ambition to maximise the independence of the residents of Bradford so
they can live as independently as possible CBMDC wants to work in partnership with Clinical
Commissioning Group commissioners to consider wider system solutions and ways of
working. This includes being part of the West Yorkshire and Harrogate Health and Care
Partnership.
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	Our approach to social care is built around three
tiers which aim to maximise independence –
building upon people’s strengths and helping
them to achieve their goals.

	It emphasises early intervention and self�management, delaying the need for formal care
and reducing demand for adult social care.
Where formal care is needed we will make no
assumption of long-term care – focusing on
short term provision frst and progressing if
appropriate.

	Our model of social care practice is
Community-led support. This involves social

	care staff and professionals working in localities

	to better understand local resources and
needs of the community. A strengths based
approach is embedded throughout practice and
each team will provide support and guidance in
the way to best meet the needs of the citizens in
the area.

	Commissioning is fundamental to the
approach through gathering and sharing
intelligence; and brokering provision which is
innovative and ﬂexible.

	Strengths based
practice and the
three tier model are
our way of working
in Health and
Wellbeing

	Three tier approach and strengths based practice

	Community led support conversations across the customer journey
Innovative and ﬂexible commissioning

	Help to help yourself

	TIER 
	1 
	Help when you need it

	TIER 
	2 
	Help to live your life

	TIER 
	3 
	Three tier approach explained

	Different areas of Health and Wellbeing have more of a focus on different parts of the three�tier model as shown in the diagram below.

	Ongoing
support

	Help to help yourself

	TIER 
	1 
	TIER

	2 
	Help when you need it

	Help to live your life

	TIER 
	3 
	Prevention
and Early
Help

	Response
to crisis

	Eligibility

	Self 
	Care 
	Living independently

	Review
	Ongoing support

	Care Act

	Assessment

	Enablement

	Early help
support

	Hospital

	Independence Advice Hub

	Transitions / LD Entry

	Early help
support

	End of life pathway
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	Each tier supports a different offer
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	Professional led interventions

	Long term care

	Regardless of
the level of need
an individual
has, ‘help to help
yourself’ should
be considered for
all adults and has
the potential to
reduce the levels
of temporary
or on-going
support required,
as well as to
improve their
independence
outcomes

	Our approach to procurement

	The changing level and complexity of
demand, as well as the rights of people
to have choice about how their services
are delivered, has led the Council to think
differently about how it procures services
and in order to effect change in this area
innovation has been required.

	There are many factors to consider to ensure
the right services are procured, in the right way,
including the needs of people and what they
require; as well as understanding the market and
its ability to provide the services and respond to
these needs in the right way.

	The Council has been working to understand
these issues in its approach to procurement.
Challenging, re-thinking and re-designing
procurement processes from end to end is
taking place across a range of services.
The application of the Light Touch Regime, by
Health and Wellbeing has allowed ﬂexibility and
the ability to design processes that ft with its
vision of providing choice and control to people
whilst enabling local providers to have the
opportunity to bid on an equal footing with larger
national counterparts.
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	This work is supported by our involvement
in the Keep It Local programme, working to
make public service delivery ‘local by default’,
commissioning to create responsive services
that reduce costs, invest in the local economy
and build a stronger community.

	Signifcant time and resource continues

	to be dedicated to designing and creating
proportionate processes, responsive to changing
need that fulfl both the ability to deliver the right
service, within legal requirements and enable
and provide the market with the ﬂexibility and
creativity they need to deliver.

	What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?
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	INTRODUCTION
Understanding demand 
	About this Section

	This section sets out a high level analysis
of the current population in Bradford,
linking to the Bradford Joint Strategic
Needs Assessment (JSNA) which
provides further detail.

	It gives information about the current
population we are supporting against the
three tier model and shows the current trends

	we are seeing, highlighting areas where we
expect the demand for care and support to
change.

	This section also shows the spend on care
and support by the Council and sets out how
we expect this to change over the next three
years.

	Bradford has one of the youngest but fastest growing populations in the United Kingdom.
The population is also diverse requiring an understanding in the support needed for different
population groups. This page provides a summary of the key population, economic and
health and social care information. Further information can be found in the JSNA.

	Size

	Age

	l The population of Bradford is expected to increase by 800 people each year over the
next 25 years and it is expected that the population of over 65s will see the most growth
Growth

	Ethnicity

	Deprivation

	Economy
	Market Position Statement - April 2020
	Our current demand can be mapped across the three tiers of support. As we work in a more
strengths based way, with people being able to access early intervention and prevention
offers in the community earlier and stay happy, healthy and at home for longer we expect
demand to move to tiers one and two and to see more people with long term care staying in
the community – we are already seeing this trend.

	Help when you need it

	Over

	36%

	of reablement
cases and
needed no short
term support

	at the end of their
reablement

	Help to help yourself

	Over

	88%

	of contacts
to Health and
Wellbeing were
signposted to
community
resources

	20,266 items of equipment
were lent through BACES
and there were 1,924 Safe and
Sound Installs.

	TIER 
	1

	TIER

	2

	Our aim is to support people to have more personalised
care and support and so we expect the number of Direct
Payments and Individual Service Funds to increase over
the next 12 – 24 months.

	Over the last 12 months 
	-15%

	-6.3%

	24% and support.
£
	of people have used

	a Direct Payment to
buy their own care

	Over last 12 months:

	Residential and Nursing Care

	Community Care

	Help to live your life

	TIER

	3
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	Supporting people earlier to prevent, reduce or delay the need for long
term support

	A large proportion of CBMDC’s budget is
spent on Health and Wellbeing however, this
spend is not always where it needs to be and
our ambition is to spend more on supporting
people earlier to prevent, reduce or delay the
need for long term support.

	2.

	Front Door

	4.

	Assessment

	6.

	Review

	0.5% 
	3% 7% 
	9% 73%

	0.5%

	1.

	Pre-Contact

	3.

	Early Help /
Short Term Support

	5.

	Long Term

	Packages

	As our new ways of working embed we expect the proportion of spend to move
earlier in the customer journey as the independence of more people is maximised.

	Understanding current spend in
Bradford

	In 2019/20 CBMDC department
of Health and Wellbeing are
currently planning to spend the
following on adult social care
long term care:

	Annual Gross
Budget for
long-term care

	MENTAL
HEALTH
£9,200,000

	LEARNING DISABILITIES
£60,100,000

	OLDER PEOPLE AND
PHYSICAL DISABILITIES
£65,600,000
	Cost and demand trajectories

	CBMDC Health and Wellbeing department
have agreed demand and cost trajectories
that will enable us to meet our fnancial
commitments over a 3 year period from
2019/20 to 2021/22.

	In 2018 Health and Wellbeing identifed a range
of opportunities to improve outcomes for the

	population of Bradford and reduce costs for the
Council by managing demand differently. Work
was undertaken to develop detailed trajectories.
The majority of savings will be delivered from
preventing, delaying and reducing demand
for long term care and maximising people’s
independence. Our trajectories form the basis of
our £14.5m savings plan and are as follows:

	Older people’s physical
disabilties/mental health

	2019-20 target 
	£0.8m 
	2020-21 target 
	£2.1m 
	2021-22 target 
	£2.1m 
	Total target
	£5.0m

	Learning disabilties

	£0.8m 
	£2.4m 
	£6.3m 
	£9.5m

	Total

	£1.6m 
	£4.5m 
	£8.4m 
	£14.5m

	INTRODUCTION
Current Market Overview 
	About this section

	This section provides an overview of what
services are available locally and how
these will change over the next two years,
highlighting future opportunities and what
this could mean for providers in Bradford.
It provides an overview of the following
areas to help providers understand the
shape of the current market in Bradford:

	Commissioning two year priorities

	Over the next two years the Commissioning and Contracts Team will be developing some key
care and support offers. Providers should expect to see communications, engagement and
briefngs on the following:

	TIER 1 Help to help yourself 
	TIER 
	P
	Help when you need it 
	2 
	Help to live your life

	TIER 
	3 
	User led organisations

	Residential and nursing contract renewal

	Domestic violence services

	Community led support

	Housing related support

	Day opportunities framework

	Home support implementation

	ISF phase 1 – home support

	2019

	Mental health small grants

	ISF phase 2

	Working aged adults employment tender

	Day opportunities grants

	2020

	Early Intervention and prevention strategy

	Welfare Advice Services

	Post diagnostic dementia support service
re-tender

	Support to live your life framework
(incorporating mental health,learning
disabilities, older people and physical
disabilities, Autism support and
accommodation models)

	Extra Care

	Respite
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	Personalisation, choice and control

	A key part of our Commissioning Intentions
is the development of new mechanisms for
offering people more choice and control
over the support they receive.

	Current available options and those being
developed to choose and pay for care and
support:

	Early help and
prevention
small grants/
budgets

	ISF1

	ISF2

	Direct

	Payments

	Managed
service
	Small one off grants or small regular payments for services / things
that support independence – Reduce / Prevent / Delay.

	ISF1 is an offer for providers of Home Support for individuals who
have been assessed as having an eligible care need (detailed in their
care and support plan) and have made the choice to receive services
through an ISF.

	It is an option for people already in receipt of services who through a
review, have chosen to remain with their current home support provider.

	A process in development where an ISF Provider will hold the fund
and work with the person to develop a support plan and source the
providers / support to deliver the plan and manage the delivery.
It is good for people with more complex support needs that may
need a range of arrangements / support to meet the need.

	Service user or representative to purchase and manage support to
meet eligible needs.

	Good for people who want full control and are willing and able to
manage the money and support.

	Council contracted service arranged and overseen by the Council
Good for people with eligible social care needs who feel that
Council managed services can adequately meet their needs,
suits them, and who don’t want the responsibility for sorting their
own care.
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	Bradford have been at the forefront of
developing ISFs and pilot projects have been
running for the last two years.

	What are ISFs?
What are ISFs?

	ISFs – timeline

	Individual Service Funds (ISFs)

	What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?

	Support for carers
	Providing the right support for carers is
a key way to prevent, reduce or delay a
person’s need for long term services and
maximise their independence. In 2019 we
launched our new Carers Strategy.

	Carers

	What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?

	For organisations who currently support
Bradford District residents, there are
opportunities to support carers through:
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	An increased focus on early intervention
and prevention underpins our ambition
to maximise people’s independence and
ensure people are happy, healthy and at
home.

	Early Intervention and Prevention Strategy

	Information and advice

	Advocacy

	We commission different types of Advocacy
Services to ensure that residents of Bradford
have a voice that can be heard. As well as
support to help people help themselves and
others, access to professional advocacy ensures
that people’s rights are upheld under the Care
Act, Mental Health Act and they are fully involved
in understanding and making decisions about
their lives.

	Assistive technology

	restricted mobility or other impairments to
perform functions that might otherwise be
diffcult or impossible.

	https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/assistive-technology-defnition�and-safe-use/assistive-technology�defnition-and-safe-use

	Employment for working aged adults

	Other early intervention and prevention
	Housing related support

	Small grants

	interesting environment. Being
socially isolated leads to a loss of
confdence and motivation and this
affects physical and mental health,
and independence.

	What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?

	User led organisations
	We are committed to supporting and working
with user led organisations to ensure there
are organisations in the district who support
personalisation; a vibrant and diverse VCS is
maintained and innovation is encouraged.

	We want to work with user led organisations,
who:

	We are aiming to achieve the following
outcomes:

	Reimagining Days

	Reimagining Days is a commitment to enable
the people we support to realise their full
potential and have comparable experiences
with the general population.

	We are working with people, their families, our
current providers and other stakeholders to
coproduce a new range of day opportunities
which enable people to:

	Engaging with people through the Big
Conversation

	We have spoken to people to understand their
views including holding a Big Conversation. We
are using their feedback to help shape our new
offer. Here’s what they said about the things that
were important to them in a day:

	Accommodation and support services

	What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?

	What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?

	l We will be operating a dynamic
system so providers will have regular
opportunities to be added to the day
opportunities framework as it develops.

	l We are expecting to see an increase
in the choice of activities that support
people to realise their full potential and
maximise their independence.

	l Being physically active, eating healthily
l Hobbies, interests and activities
l Building self-esteem and confdence
You can read more about Reimagining Days in
our market briefng.

	Home Support

	The Council has let new Home Support
contracts, which became operational on
1 April 2019.

	A 12-month implementation period has been
set, during which time everyone currently
receiving managed services from the Council
must be moved either to the new contracts or to
alternative arrangements.

	Previous
contract

	New
contracts

	What could this mean for providers
in Bradford?

	Support and accommodation strategy

	In 2020 we will begin detailed work to
design a new commissioning approach
for accommodation and support options.
This will include accommodation options
for people with needs relating to learning
disabilities, physical disabilities, mental
health and autism.

	and sustain tenancies to intensive support
for those with the most complex needs.

	What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?

	Community
housing
(standard
tenancy)

	Supported

	Living

	Community
housing

	(with tenancy
support from
CTLD)

	Residential
care

	Extra Care Housing

	As our Happy, Healthy and at Home strategy
develops we expect to see an increase in the
use of alternatives to traditional residential
and nursing care. This includes Extra Care
housing and Shared Lives

	district provide short breaks or full
time care and support. The service is
coordinated by our Shared Lives team in
Health and Wellbeing.

	What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?

	Residential and nursing care 
	The number of people in residential and
nursing care funded by the Council has
continued to decrease with more people
staying happy, healthy and at home.

	New residential and nursing
care procurement

	What could this mean for providers in Bradford?

	Overview of regulated market quality

	Overall quality of services has been
improving across the district.

	Care Homes and Home Support provider quality
– CQC ratings

	100

	Percentage

	80

	60

	40

	20

	0

	Percentage of locations rated good or outstanding

	Bradford England
Bradford has nearly matched the all England

	average. This gap has now narrowed to 
	56.8
	61.5

	65.1

	73.9

	78.0

	82.1

	56.8

	61.5

	65.1

	73.9

	78.0

	82.1

	Jul 2017 
	Jan 2018 
	Jul 2018

	Jan 2019 
	Jul 2019 
	Jan 2020

	3%

	Bradford Skills House and the recently
established ‘One Workforce’ to support
providers in respect of this particular
concern.

	84.6%

	As of
March 2020

	of adult social care providers are rated
good or outstanding in Bradford

	Improved quality of services – developing market quality

	One of the Council’s key commissioning
priorities is improved quality of services.
Our aim is to develop an overarching
contract management and quality
assurance approach and process that is
proportionate, risk based, robust and works
across all contracted services

	Halth and Wellbeing work with providers and
people in the following ways to improve the
quality of services:

	Contract management

	including:

	Training and development

	including:

	Regular engagement with providers and user
groups

	including:

	What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?
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	Overview of self funders in Bradford

	Local authorities have a responsibility
under the Care Act 2014 to support a variety
of providers and services to ensure there is
suffcient choice for people; this includes
self funders.

	use home care services had their care paid
for by their local authority and 30% funded
themselves.

	More information available at:

	National Audit Offce Adult Social Care at a
Glance website https://www.nao.org.uk/
report/adult-social-care-at-a-glance/

	Kings Fund Home-care-in-England website

	https://www.kingsfund.org.uk/publications/
home-care-england

	What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?

	l There are opportunities to create ﬂexible
and creative solutions to attract self
funders and direct payment users

	l In future we expect more people to
have agreements directly with providers
through direct payments and ISFs

	l We would like to work with providers in
Bradford to develop further understanding
of the self funder market
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	What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?

	Overview of workforce in Bradford

	The care sector in Bradford employs over
13,000 people; having a sustainable care
and support workforce is not only important
to provide high quality and diverse services
to our population, it also contributes to the
economy in Bradford offering our residents
employment and skills.

	INTRODUCTION
Engagement with the Market 
	About this Section

	organisations interested in working
with CBMDC Health and Wellbeing
department and its partners can contact
the Commissioning and Contracts team
and keep up to date with developments.

	Market facilitation and sustainability – Regular engagement with providers

	We are committed to listening to and
engaging with current and potential
providers of Health and Wellbeing services
and the wider network of services and
community assets with the aim of achieving
innovation, creativity, mutual beneft, better
alignment, and inclusion.

	Regular engagement with providers and
user groups, includes:

	What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?

	l If your organisation would like to be
involved in our regular engagement
events please get in touch through the
Commissioning Inbox.

	Developing the market position statement

	This Market Position Statement aims to
provides our current and potential future
care and support market with a clear
understanding of the overall strategic
direction, patterns of demand and the
models of service and support needed.

	and our updated MPS was launched at the
following joint provider forum in February
2020.

	What could this mean for
providers in Bradford?

	l If your organisation has feedback on
this market position statement or would
like to be involved in development and
co-design please contact Health and
Wellbeing through the Commissioning
Inbox or engagement events.
	Contact

	Our Market Position Statement is part of
our engagement and conversations with
the market; our current providers and those
organisations interested in working in Bradford
District.

	For further information about any of the areas
covered in this Market Position Statement
please contact the Commissioning and
Contracts Team in the Health and Wellbeing
Department at City of Bradford MDC.
(commissioninginbox@bradford.gov.uk)
and use the reference ‘MPS’ in the email
subject.
	The wording in this publication can be made available in
other formats such as large print and Braille. Please call
01274 432591.





